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- Signatures [Stolbunov’12, DeFeoGalbraith’19, BeullensKleinjungVercauteren’19]: pk + sig = 1468 bytes at same claimed security level
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- Secret-key recovery: given $z, a \star z \in \mathbb{Z}$, find $a \in G$ (or equivalent)
  Reduces to Hidden-Shift Problem (HShP) on $G$ [ChildsJaoSoukharev’10]

Quantum HShP Algorithm Ingredients [Kuperberg’03,…]

1. **Oracle** outputs random ‘labeled’ quantum states, by evaluating $\star$ on a uniform superposition over $G$.
2. **Sieve** combines labeled states to generate ‘more favorable’ ones.
3. **Measurement** of ‘very favorable’ state recovers bit(s) of hidden shift.

Sieve Algorithms

| [Kuperberg’03] | $2^{O(\sqrt{n})}$ oracle queries and qubits | ($n = \log|G|$) |
| [Regev’04]   | $2^{O(\sqrt{n \log n})}$ oracle queries, only poly($n$) qubits |
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  ‘Collimation sieve’ subsumes prior two, offers more trade-offs. E.g., $\log(\text{queries}) \cdot \log(\text{QRACM}) \gtrsim n$. |
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- Solves HShP on a finite cyclic group \( \mathbb{Z}_N \) of known order \( N \).

- Works with (pure) quantum states called phase vectors, each having a vector of integer (phase) multipliers.

  Given: ‘fresh’ phase vectors with huge (random) multipliers in \([N]\), of any desired feasible length \( L \).

  Goal: construct a ‘very nice’ length-\( L \) phase vector having small (random) multipliers in \([S] = \{0, 1, \ldots, S - 1\}\), for \( S \lesssim L \).

  From this we can extract secret bit(s) using QFT.

  How: make progressively ‘nicer’ phase vectors with multipliers in successively smaller intervals, by collimating vectors.
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For $s \in \mathbb{Z}_N$, a phase vector of length $L$ is a pure quantum state

$$|\psi\rangle \propto \sum_{j \in [L]} \chi(b(j) \cdot s/N)|j\rangle, \quad \chi(x) = \exp(2\pi i \cdot x)$$

where the (known) $b(j) \in [N]$ are its phase multipliers.
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Combining Phase Vectors

Given phase vectors $|\psi_1\rangle, |\psi_2\rangle$ of lengths $L_1, L_2$ with multiplier functions $b_1, b_2$, tensoring them yields a state

$$|\psi'\rangle = |\psi_1, \psi_2\rangle \propto \sum_{j_1 \in \langle L_1 \rangle} \sum_{j_2 \in \langle L_2 \rangle} \chi(b_1(j_1) \cdot s/N) \cdot \chi(b_2(j_2) \cdot s/N)|j_1, j_2\rangle$$

$$= \sum_{\vec{j} \in \langle L \rangle} \chi(b'(\vec{j}) \cdot s/N)|\vec{j}\rangle$$

where $b'(\vec{j}) = b_1(j_1) + b_2(j_2)$ and $L = \langle L_1 \rangle \times \langle L_2 \rangle \cong \langle L_1 L_2 \rangle$. 

E.g., $\ell$ 'fresh' labeled qubits from the oracle yield a length-$2^{\ell}$ phase vector whose multipliers are the $(\mod N)$ subset-sums of the labels. This yields a 'fresh' length-$L$ phase vector on $\langle N \rangle$, in $\log L$ queries.

A more interesting combination procedure: collimation...
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**Given:** two phase vectors $|\psi_i\rangle$ of length $L_i \approx L$ on $[S']$

**Goal:** one phase vector $|\psi\rangle$ of length $\approx L$ on $[S]$, for $S \approx S'/L$

**How:**
1. Form the phase vector $|\psi'\rangle = |\psi_1, \psi_2\rangle$ with index set $[L_1] \times [L_2]$ and multipliers $b'(\vec{j}) = b_1(j_1) + b_2(j_2)$.
2. Measure $|\psi'\rangle$ according to $q = \lfloor b'(\vec{j})/S \rfloor$.
   All ‘surviving’ multipliers are in $[S]$, up to global phase.
3. Compute the subset $J \subseteq [L_1] \times [L_2]$ of $\vec{j}$ that satisfy the above, reindex $J$ to $[|J|]$, and output the resulting $|\psi\rangle$.

**Analysis**
- Phase vector $|\psi'\rangle$ has length $L_1L_2 \approx L^2$, and the multipliers $b'(\vec{j})$ are well distributed in $[2S']$.
- So, most size-$S$ subintervals have $\approx L^2 \cdot S/(2S') \approx L$ multipliers.
  (In practice, need some tricks to control the variance.)
- Step 3 requires $O(1)$ QRACM$[L]$ lookups and $\tilde{O}(L)$ classical work.
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Conclusions

1. Proposed CSIDH parameters have relatively little quantum security beyond the cost of quantum evaluation (on a uniform superposition).

2. CSIDH-512 key recovery costs, e.g., only $\approx 2^{16}$ evaluations using $\approx 2^{40}$ bits of quantum-accessible RAM (+ small other resources).

3. Assuming evaluation costs not much more than for the ‘best case’: CSIDH-512, -1024, and maybe even -1792 do not reach NIST level 1 quantum security.
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Code: https://github.com/cpeikert/CollimationSieve